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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we are concerned with the numerical approximation of analytic functions in the 
complex domain. This approach leads to an efficient echnique for deriving an interpolation 
polynomial as well as a useful error analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the numerical 
approximation of a function fon I) = {Z: IZI ,; 1}. 
The function f is assumed to be analytic in a region 
a which contains DR = {Z: IZl ~ R,R > 1}. 
Basically, we will consider the problem of using Finite 
interpolation at a certain set of complex points or 
nodes, which are equally spaced on C r = {Z: IZl=r} 
where 1~ r< R. 
Some work has been done in this area. Kress [3], for 
example, constructed a sequence of Hermite trigo- 
nometric interpolation polynomials with nodes on 
C r. Lyness [4] constructed a sequence of interpolatory 
numerical integration rules for the interval [-1, 1], 
which depend on approximations to the Taylor coef- 
ficients of f. Lyness' work also used complex nodes 
located on C r. In the present work we are interested 
in deriving a simple formula for interpolating poly- 
nomials. This technique also leads to a useful error 
analysis. 
For 1 < r < R and Z ~ D we have by Cauchy's 
integral formula 
f (Z ) -  i fC f(~) d~ 
2*ri r ~-Z 
2rr 
= f; gz (0) dO (1.1) 
where 
re i0 f(re i0) 
gz (8! = 2~'(re i0 -Z) 
The function gz is 27r periodic in the real variable 0. 
This suggests that the trapezoidal rule can be effec- 
tively used to approximate (1.1) (Davis and Rabi- 
nowitz [2, p. 109]). Let N be a positive integer and 
recall that the N-point trapezoidal sum formula T N 
for a 27r perio.dic function h is given by 
2~ • (1.2) 21r ~ h (--N---j). TN(h) = -N--j=I 
(Z) = .2jnTr gz (0) dO ~ T N (gz)" Therefore, f 
i2~ 
LetZ 0=0andZj= re N j , j  =1,2 ..... N. Denote 
by Pn the set of all polynomials of degree n or less and 
let QN -1 (Z) e PN -1 be the unique interpolating 
polynomial such that 
QN_I(Zj) = f(Zj), j = 1, 2 ..... N, (1.3) 
and PN (Z) ~ PN the unique interpolating polynomial 
such that 
PN(Zj) = f(zj), j = 0, 1 . . . . .  N. (1.4) 
In section 2 we establish the following relationships 
between the trapezoidal sum TN(gZ) and the inter- 
polating polynomials QN -1 and PN for f : 
N N 
QN-I (Z) = (~)  TN(gZ) (1.5) 
r 
and 
r N Z N 
PN(Z) = (L-~N~)[TN(gZ) -TN(h ) + f(0)], (1.6) 
A 
where 
h (0) = 2-~ f(rei0)" 
The main result of this paper is to use the relations 
(1.5) and (1.6) to develop an extrapolation technique 
for bounding the interpolation errors 
EON(gZ ) = f(z) -QN_ I (Z)  (Z e D) (1.7) 
and 
E I (gz  ) = f(Z) - PN(Z) (Z ~ D). (1.8) 
2. THE RELATIONSHIPS (1.5) AND (1.6) 
It is easy to show that 
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2,r, if k=mN,  m=0,-+l ,+2 .... 
TN(eik0 ) = 
0, otherwise. (2.1) 
This suggests that we consider the approximation 
f(Z) ~ TN(gZ) 
by applying TN term by term to the uniformly con- 
vergent Fourier expansion for gz(0) given by 
oo  
1 ~ an(Z) rn + i ei(n + 1)0 (2.2) 
gz(0)= 27r n=-oo 
where 0,; 0 < 27r and Z ~ D. 
To determine the an(Z ) (n = 0, +1, +2 .... ) and 
to show that the expansion isuniformly convergent, 
note that f has a Taylor series expansion, say 
oo  
f(~)= 2; bn~n, 
n=0 
which converges absolutely and uniformly for ~ ~ D r. 
Moreover, 
1 _ 1 ~ (Z )n ,  
~-z ~ n=0 
which converges absolutely and uniformly for ~ ~ C r 
and Z ~ D. Taking this product we have 
oo  
f (~) = 2; a n (Z) ~n, (2.3) 
/~-Z n=-o .  
where 
" 
1 bjZ J (2.4) 
an(Z)= Z n+l j= ax(O,n+l} " 
This last series converges absolutely and uniformly for 
Z ~ D since it is just part of the Taylor series for f. 
In view of the definition of gz, the desired series (2.2) 
follows from (2.3) by taking ~ = re i0 and then multi- 
re i0 
plying the result by 2~ 
Hence, 
o. n+lTN(ei(n+ 1)0 ) 1 2; anr TN(gZ)=21r n=-*o 
-N -2N 
= a_l + a_N_lr + a_2N_l r + ... 
+ aN_l rN + a2N_lr2N + .... 
where for notational simplicity we have replaced 
aj (Z) by aj. 
The approximation (2.5) can be improved and, indeed, 
must be in order to relate T N to QN-1 (Z) and PN(Z). 
We begin by letting S N and S ° be the equalities 
CO" 
SN(gZ) = l~ a_kN_l r-kN (Z ~ D) (2.6) 
k=l  
and 
sO(gz) = k51 akN -1 r kN (Z ~ D). (2.7) 
Note that (2.6) and (2.7) account for the terms appear- 
ing to the fight of a l in (2.5) and represent the error 
[TN (gz) - a-l]" in that approximation. 
Now consider 
( ~ b .z j+kN)  r -kN 
SN(gZ)= k~l  j=0 3 
o. N k Z N = f(Z) Z (Z__~) 
k=l  r = ( rN-z  N) f(Z) 
(2.8) 
(z ~ ~). 
This can be used to improve the accuracy of the ap- 
proximation by substituting it into (2.5) to obtain 
0 
TN(gZ) = a_l + SN(g Z) + SN(g Z) 
N 0 
Z_TN) f(z) + = f (Z) + ( r N SN(g Z) 
= ( rNr_~) f (z )  + SON(gZ ) . (2.9) 
r N Z N 
Multiplying this equality through by ( ~ )  results 
in the new approximation . r'" 
f (Z) ~- ( rN - ZN 
N ) TN (gZ)" (2.10) 
r 
The error in this approximation is 
r N Z N 
= SN(gZ). (2.11) E0N (gz) _ ( ~ )  0 
The following theorem establishes (1.5). 
Theorem 1 
QN- I  (z) = ( rN 
by (1.3). 
r N _ Z N 
~ )  TN(gZ) where QN-1 is defined 
Remark 2.1 
The last equation isan approximation to (1.1) since 
f(z) = a_l = gz(O) dO ~ TN(gZ) 
/'roof 
Let rj(Z)= Z N-1 + Z N-2Z + ... + Z N- l ,  
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  N and note that by (1.2) we have 
= a_l +(a N_I r -N+. . . )+  (aN_l rN+ ...). 
(2.5) 
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(r N -Z  N 1 ,r N_Z N, N 
r N ) TN(gZ) = -N-- t ~ )  J]g Zj f(Zj) 
=1 Z j -Z  
1 N 
- Z Zj (Zj) (2.12) Nr N j= l  rj f(Zj) 
since Z N = r N, j = 1, 2 .... , N. Letting Z :Zj, 
j = 1, 2 ..... N in this equation shows that it inter- 
polates to f at the prescribed nodes. It also follows 
that (2.12) is a polynomial of degree N-1 or less. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark 2 
Note that QN-1 (Z) = ( rN Z N rN- ) TN (gz) can also be 
established by appealing directly to the Lagrange inter- 
polation formula. However, the error analysis in sec- 
tion 3 depends on the representation forthe error 
given by (2.11). 
To establish the relationship (1.6) we will need the 
following proposition. 
Proposition I 
sO(gz ) given in (2.7) has the double series representa- 
tion 
which converges uniformly and absolutely for Z ~ D. 
Moreover, the bound 
o , (f) (RR___~) ( ISN(gZ) I M R rN ), (2.14) 
R N r y 
whereMR(f)= max {If(Z)l}, isval idforZ~D. 
Izl=rt 
Proof 
Substituting (2.4) into (2.7) yields 
0 ~ ( ~ b.Z j -kN) kN (2.15) 
SN (gz) = k~l j=kN J r 
To establish (2.13) it is necessary to show that (2.15) 
converges uniformly and absolutely (Z ~ D) so that 
the terms appearing in that double sum may be re- 
arranged. If we choose k ~ 1 andj ~ kN then 
rkN 
[bJZj-KNrkN 1< MR(f) RJ ' 
MR(f) 
since [bj[ < R j and [Z[ < 1. Thus, the absolute 
and uniform convergence of (2.15) follows since 
oo • ~ rk N 
[k~=l j:01~ bJ+ kNZJ-kNrkN[" MR(f)k-: l j~0  RkN+ j
r N 
- -  
This also establishes (2.14). Since the terms in (2.15) 
can be rearranged we have 
oo 
sO(gz )= ~ Z bjZ j-kNrkN 
k=l j=kN 
= ~ ~ b.+kNZJr kN= ~ ~ b. kNrkNz j, 
k=l j=0 J j=0 k=l J+ 
which is (2.13) and this completes the proof. 
Returning to the problem of deriving (1.6) note that 
in view of (2.13) 
0= 1 
S0N(gZ ) = I~ bk~,rkN + SN(gZ) ,
k=l ~ 
where 
SI(gz)= ~ ~ bj kNzj 
j= l  k=l +kNr " 
From (2.1) it follows th'at 
k~l  bkNrkN = TN(h) - f(0), 
where h(0) = 2~ f(rei0)" This together with (2.9) 
yields 
(r N - Z N 
r~ ) [TN (gz) - TN (h) + f (0)] 
r N _ Z N 1 
= f(z) + ( - -~f f - - )  s N (gz)' 
or, upon simplification, 
N r  N_ [_ZZ N f(Zj) (. z )  z - -+f (o ) ]  
r N N j= l  Zj -Z  
r N Z N 
= SN(gZ)" (2.16) 
f(Z)+ ( ~ )  1 
This suggests he approximation 
rN-Z N)[z f/zj) +f(0)] 
f(Z) ~, ( r N j=l Zj - Z (2.17) 
which has an error of 
1 - Z N 
EN(gZ) = f (z) -  ( rN ) [TN(gZ) -TN(h ) + f(0)] 
r N 




r N Z N 
Pn (Z)= (~) [TN(gZ) -  TN(h ) + f (0)], where 
PN(Z) is specified by (1.4). 
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The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of 
theorem 2.1 and is omitted. 
The polynomial PN is derived from QN-1 by including 
the value of f at 0 as part of the known information. 
Other similar improvements can be made ff the ftrst J~, 
0 • J~ • N- 1, derivatives of f at zero are known. In 
fact if we define 
9.+1 = ~ ~ b. kNzj, 
SN (gz) j £+1 k=l 3 +kNr 
we can derive the approximation 
f(Z) ~ PN, £ (Z) 
( r N _ Z N £ + 1 _ ) [  z _ f / z j )  
r N N j= l  (Zj- Z)Zj £ 
z Jl :c bjZ . (2.197 + 
.1=0 
~+ 
The error E N l(gz) = f(Z) - PN, £ (Z) incurred by 
using (2.197 is 
£+ r N _ Z N 
E N l (gz )=- (  rT q- )SN£+l(gz ). (2.20) 
Theorem 3
The polynomial PN, £ (Z) as defmed by (2.19) is the 
unique Hermite interpolating polynomial of degree 
N + £ for which 
PN, (Zj)=f(Zj) ,  j= l ,  2 .. . . .  N £ 
and 
P(Nk,)£ (0)= (0), = 0, ..... f k 1 9.. 
The proof of this theorem is also omitted. 
3. ERROR ANALYSIS 
As mentioned in section 1, our approach to interpola- 
tion provides atractable method for extrapolating 
approximations to the errors E k (gz), k = 0, 1 ..... N. 
The analysis for k = 1, 2 ..... N is similar to that for 
k = 0 and is omitted• 
To begin, recall that (2.14) gives 
ls°/gz)l rN • (~) ,  (z~ fi). 
Hence, from (2.11) 
R ~  r N +1 ) lEO (gz) ] • MR(f) (~-~-_R1) ( )(  rN 
rN 2 MR(f ) ( 1 _ - -~)  < MR(f7 ( 7.2 : - .  N
(Z e D) (3.1) 
where p = r/R < 1. This suggests that we assume the 
functional relationship 
[EO (gz)J ~ Ap N (3.2 7 
where A is constant which does not depend on N. 
In the work that follows we will derive successive 
0 (here- approximations to the errors E 0, E 0 ..... E N 
after we will assume that N is a power of 2) and then 
use these to extrapolate he error E~N incurred at the 
next step. For example, if (3.2) were valid for 
N = 2,4, 8, 16 ..... 2 n, .. . ,  we would expect 
lEO/2 (gz)[ ~ Ap N/2 
and 
IE O(gz )]~ Ap N. 
It follows that 
]EO(gz) ]3/ 0 2 A3p3N/A2pN 
]EN/2(gz) ]
= Ap 2N 
IE°NCgz/I 
Extrapolation techniques of this type are often used 
in numerical approximation procedures ( ee, for ex- 
ample, Lyness [4]). Extrapolation methods are very 
useful in that they avoid unnecessary computation 
since, classically, most errors are determined by com- 
paring two or more known succesive approximations. 
These classical techniques often reject an acceptable 
approximation because it did not compare favorably 
with its predecessor. This problem is avoided with the 
method escribed here since we have an approxima- 
tion for the error at each stage. 
Since QN-1 (Z) is defined and continuous for any 
r > 0 and (3.1) is valid for r > 1 and defined for r = 1, 
we see by passing to the limit that (3.1) holds for r = 1. 
This choice of r is not only convenient for computa- 
tion, but also minimizes the bound (3.1) with respect 
pN 
to - -  . Note that (3.1) also implies that QN-1 (Z) 
1 _pN 
converges uniformly to f(Z) for Z ~ D as 
N~oo (R>r~ 1). 
To continue with the discussion of the error analysis 
• (2 j -1)  n 
forQN_l(Z),letwj= re a N , j=1,2 ..... N, 
and note that these points together with the Zj, 
j = 1,2 ..... N, form the points necessary to compute 
Q2N-I"  We can use this together with (3.1) to provide 
0 an extrapolation technique for approximating E2N(gZ), 
given approximations to the bounds E2,0 E4,...0 , E~. 
To see how this is done first note that by (1.7) 
0 
max {I EN(gZ)I } • Mr ( f -QN_  1) 
Z~D 
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where 
Mr ( f -QN_ I )= max {I f (Z) -QN_I(Z) I  }. 
IZ l=r  
Suppose that QN-1 has been computed, we could 
next compute the values f(wj), j = 1, 2 ..... N, and 
concurrently approximate M r (f - QN -1) by 
Mr (f-  QN-1) ~" Mr(f -  QN - 1) 
---- max  l g jgN fl f(wj) qN-l(Wj)I }" (3.3) 
Assuming that we have also computed/vl r ( f -Qk-1) '  
k = 2, 4 ..... N/2, we may extrapolate an approxima- 
tion to M r (f - Q2N-1) by several methods. One such 
technique which was used in a code written by the 
author is 
(N'N/2) f ~ 3 
/Vlr  ( -Q2N-1)  = [Mr(f-QN-1)] 
/ [/Vlr(f_QN/2)]2 ~ lVlr (f-Q2N-1)" (3.4) 
The appro~ximation (3.4) is used as an extrapolated 
value for Mr(f-  Q2N -1) since this is the value we 
would expect /~ir ( f -Q2N-1)  to satisfy given that 
(3.2) is valid for N = 2, 4 ..... The procedure was 
terminated when Mr(N'N/2)(f - Q 2N-1 ) < e, where e 
was a prescribed error tolerance. Of course, other 
extrapolated rror estimates implied by (3.2) can be 
used in lieu of or in addition to (3.4). 
Example I 
Numerical evidence indicates that PN(Z) provides much 
better esults than does QN-I(Z)' thus justifying the 
one time evaluation of f at 0. For this reason we con- 
fider the approximation of
e Z2 + 1 
f (z) - 
z 2 -4  
by P2N(Z) for Z ~ [-1, 1]. Since the Taylor coefi~cients 
of f are real so that f (Z) = ~ we can save N func- 
2 
tion evaluations for N = 4, 8, 16 ..... Table 1 lists the 
values obtained for/~1~ N'/ N/2)(f-P2N), the true error, 
and the number of function evaluations required for 
various values of r and e. As suggested by the true error, 
the approximation becomes less accurate, with a given 
number of function evaluations for larger . This was, 
of course, expected. We also computed the Lagrange 
interpolating polynomial for f using the roots of the 
10th and 18th Tschebycheff polynomials T10 and T18 
as nodes in [-1, 1]. The numbers 10 and 18 were chosen 
so that the number of function evaluations for the two 
methods would be equal. Also, we mention thahthe 
roots of the Tschebycheff polynomials were chosen as 
nodes because they minimize that part of the error 
which does not depend on f in standard polynomial 
interpolation (see Davis [1], pp. 58 and 62). The result- 
ing true errors were 6.2 x 10 -5 and 1.9 x 10 -9 for 10 
and 18 nodes, respectively. Noting the two cases in 
table I with r = 1.0, we see that the method presented 
here compares favorably with standard Lagrange inter- 
polation. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Besides being useful in general interpolation techniques, 
the polynomial PN, ~(Z) can be effectively used to 
approximate he first N + ~ Taylor coefficients of f. In 
fact, we have from (2.19) 
TABLE 1. Error constants for example 1 
(N,N/2) _ True error Number of 
e Mr (f-P2N) = max {If(z) -P2N(Z)1} function evaluations 
z~ [-1, 1] 
1.0 10 -2 4.2 x 10 --~ 4.4 x 10 -5 3R 7C* 
1.1 10 -2 2.5 x 10 -3 2.4 x 10 -4 3R 7C 
1.5 10 -2 6.5 x 10 -3 3.6 x 10-4 3R 15C 
1.0 10 -5 3.7 x 10 -9 8.0 x 10 -10 3R 15C 
1.1 10 -5 1.0 x 10 -7 1.7 x 10 -8 3R 15C 
1.5 10 -5 4.4 x 10 -7 3.6 x 10 -8 3R 31C 
*R = Real and C = Complex. 
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r N Z N 
PN, ~(Zj) = ( * r - - -~-~)[  z~'+N 1 
bjZJ]= z£+l  N Z 
j=O Nr N j= l  
f(Zj) 
j=l (Zj-Z) Zj ~" 
rj (Z) f (Zj) 
J 
Z N 
+ ~ b.Z j ~; b.Z j
j=0 J r N j=0 J 
_ z~+X N z~- l f ( z j )  
- Nr---ff-[fi_l 
J 
N Z~ q-2 f (z )  ... Z N-I 
+Z2;  J + + 
j =1 Z.g 
] 




N Z£+I  N f(Zj) + Z • f(Zj) 
N [ j~ l  Z.~ +1 j= l  Z.~+2 
J J 
+ ... + zN_ I  ~ f(Zj) 
j= l  z .N+t  
J 
JzJ  Z N t bjZJ " + z b : _  z 
j=0 r N b=0 
f N+£, I we let Cn = C n n=0,1  ..... N +~, be the 
Taylor coefficients for PN, £(Z) so that 
N+~ 
PN, g(Z) = Z C n Z n, 
n=O 
then we have 
C n = 
bn, f fOgn< £ 
N j--1 Z. n 
] 
if ~+1 ~ n< N-I 
1 ~ f(Zj) bn_N, i fNg  ng  N+ ~. 
Nr N j = 1 Z. n -N r N 
j (4.1) 
The approximations, C n ~ b n, n = 0, 1 ..... N + ~ to 
the Taylor coefficients for f are the same as those 
obtained by Lyness [12, § 2]. 
The error 
E C (n )  = b n - Cn ,  n = 0 ,  1 . . . . .  N + 
in these approximations can be extrapolated in-much 
1 the same way as EN(gZ) since 
IEc (n) I= I&fC  f (w) -PN ' t (w)awl  
r wn+l  
< !if-  Mr (f-PN, ~), n=O, 1 . . . . .  N+g.  
r 
Example 2
The equation (4.1) was used to approximate the 15th 
f(15) (0) =. 294908543 x 10 -5 Taylor coefficient b15 = 15 ! 
for the function 
f(x) = eX2 
sin3x + cos3x + 10 
which is tedious to compute analytically. Taking g = 0 
and N = 32 in (4.1) it was found that 
C15 =. 294908409 x 10 -5 so that 
EC(15 ) =. 134 x 10 -11. 
Since f(Z)= f(Z), the approximation C15 to b15 
required only 15 complex and two real function 
evaluations. 
A major advantage of this technique is the error analysis 
described in section 3, as illustrated by example 1. 
Another advantage is that this procedure uses the 
previously computed function values of f with increas- 
ing N ff N is doubled at each stage. 
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